Abstract. The use of functors or function objects in the object oriented programming paradigm has proven to be useful in the design of scientific applications that need to tie functions and their execution context. However, a recurrent problem when using functors is their interaction with the callback mechanism of legacy C libraries. We review some of the solutions to this problem and present the design of a generic adapter that associates a C function pointer with function objects. This makes it possible to use an object-oriented style of programming and still interface with C libraries in a straightforward manner.
Introduction
A functor class is a class that defines the call operator, i.e. operator()(parameterlist) as a member function [1] . As a result an object of such a class, also referred to as function object, can be used in an expression where a function evaluation is expected. Functors thus allow function call and state information to be combined into a single entity.
A common use for functors in scientific programming is the implementation of the mathematical functions [2] such as for instance the Laguerre Polynomials. The function parameters, in this case the degree of the polynomial, are passed to the function object through the constructor and do not clutter the call operator parameter list.
class Laguerre { public:
Laguerre(int degree): fDegree(degree) {} double operator()(double x); private: int fDegree; }; // initialize Laguerre and evaluate Laguerre p(6); double y = p(2.0);
The call to the function object is exactly similar to that of a global (C-style) function.
Another typical use for functors is structuring configurable algorithms. Consider a calculation of the derivative parametrized with the order of the difference formula and a stepsize.
// declaration for the Derivative template template<typename F> class Derivative { public:
Derivative(int n, double x) : fOrder(n), fStep(x) {} double operator()(double x, F fctor); private: int fOrder; double fStep; }; // initialize the Derivative for Laguerre and evaluate Derivative<Laguerre> der(2, 0.001); Laguerre p(4); double d = der(2.0, p); Again these parameters are passed into the algorithm through a constructor. The advantage of structuring the algorithm this way -instead of a straight function call -is that it can be instantiated with different configurations and get passed around the program without the need to detail all parameters. This makes the program robust against future changes to the Derivative algorithm that add or eliminate a configuration parameter.
The Derivative class above shows how two software components developed independently of one another connect through the callback mechanism. The caller is an instance of Derivative. During its execution it calls the function whose derivative must be computed. This function is the callee, the Laguerre functor's call operator in our example. The callee is passed to the caller by way of the callback function argument in the invocation of the caller. Thus the design of the caller also fixes the type of the callee. In our example we have accomodated this by using a template construction. There are other approaches for the design of C++ callback libraries [3] [4], which support more flexible callback constructs. They are however only applicable in contexts where both caller and callee are designed in an object-oriented fashion.
We want to look at the situation that arises when the caller is part of legacy C code, some numerical library for instance. This is a common situation. Many developers are convinced of the advantages of C++ and object-oriented design, but few care to retrace their steps and reengineer their existing code to C++. The question thus arises as to how C++ functors can be hooked into C-style callbacks. When the caller is a legacy C procedure, as illustrated below, the type of the callee is necessarily that of pointer to function, determined by the function signature (the list of argument types and the return type) of the callee.
// declaration for the C procedure derivative double derivative(int order, double step, double x, double (*f)(double));
On the face of it the call operator in Laguerre has the appropriate signature, suggesting that its address can be used as callback function argument.
The call operator, however, is a member function and needs to be bound to a Laguerre object instance in order to make sense. In terms of signature there is an implicit "this" pointer in its argument list pointing to the object on which the call operator needs to be invoked. Therefore, it is not compatible with the pointer-to-function arguments accepted by a C-style callback. The possibility of binding the call operator to an object instance and then passing on this bound pointer (which would correspond to the appropriate signature) has been explicitly excluded from C++ [5] .
In this contribution we want to develop a mechanism that enables objectoriented code making use of functors, to interface with legacy C libraries when the connection must be made via the C-style callback. In the following sections we develop a solution in a number of stages, each time highlighting its limits and drawbacks. We conclude with a performance analysis of our solution.
Solution 1 : The ad hoc wrapper
This ad hoc solution has been advanced many times, see for instance [6] . It contains some elements that also occur in our approach, so we will review it briefly. In essence one wants to be able to glue functor and C-function together, in a manner which makes it possible to deliver the glue function as an external calling interface to the functor. This glue has to be convertible to a C-style function pointer. Within a class context there is exactly one C++ construct that gives us the possibility to do this, the static member function. Static member functions are tied to the class, they are not connected with object instances. Therefore the calling convention for static member functions does not prescribe an implicit 'this' pointer argument. As a consequence, pointers to these static member functions are convertible to C-style function pointers.
The first solution involves the explicit declaration of such a static member function that will serve as a wrapper for the functor's call operator :
typedef double (*C_FUNCTION)(double); Wrapper(const F& fctor) { fgAddress = &fctor; } C_FUNCTION adapt() { return &glue; } private:
static const F* fgAddress; static double glue(double x) { return (*fgAddress)(x); } }; template<typename F> const F* Wrapper<F>::fgAddress = 0;
The Wrapper class holds a single static function glue. When a C-style function pointer is required, we supply the address of this static function. The function itself simply forwards the call to the functor using the address of the function object that has been stored in the wrapper. In order for this address to be accessible in the glue function, it is stored in a static data member.
The problem with this solution is that, when we supply a second functor of the same type, the templated wrapper class will not be reinstantiated. Thus per functor type we only have one data member (to store the functor's address), and one static function (to form the glue) at our disposal. When a second functor of the same type is adapted, one overwrites the data member containing the previous functor's address. If clients maintain the pointer to the first adapted functor, then calling that pointer after adaptation of the second functor will invoke the operator() on the second functor instead of the first. This situation is certainly unacceptable.
Solution 2 : An Adapter
A second solution transfers the responsibilities for adapting functor call operators to C-style function pointers to a templated adapter. In order to support the adaptation of more than a single functor instance of the same type, we introduce a mapping structure. In this structure, pairs of function object addresses and associated glue functions are registered. .first))(x); } static double glue1(double x) { return (*(fMap [1] .first))(x); } static double glue2(double x) { return (*(fMap [2] .first))(x); } The glue functions are, as before, static member functions of the adapter class. They are coded to retrieve a function object address at a fixed position in the map, dereference the address and invoke the call operator. When a functor object is adapted for the first time, a new entry that contains the address of the functor and the address of an available static member function is added to the map. The address of that member function is returned to the client. When adapt is called with a functor that has been converted before, the address of the matching member function is sought out in the map and returned. The indexOf operation returns the index of the slot that contains the glue function for the supplied functor object.
The adapter is templated because we do not want to resort to a typeless mapping structure. The consequent problems of casting back and forth, quickly become annoying with C++ Standard conformant compilers because they do not allow pointers to function to be cast to void* [1] .
A disadvantage of this solution is the fact that the number of functor objects that can be adapted is hard coded into the source code. If a client requires more than the hard coded number of glue functions, the adapter's implementation needs to be adjusted. Moreover, the adapter has to support a certain maximum of adapted functor objects for functors of type F1. All subsequent instantiations of the adapter component for functors of another type F2 will need to host the same number of slots. This may result in inefficient memory usage when for example, 200 functors of type F1 and 2 functors of type F2 are adapted. Another disadvantage concerns the rigidness of the glue function's signature. Although the adapter template is parametrized on the functor's type, the signature of the glue function is still hard coded into the source code. Functors of multiple types can thus be adapted, but their call operators should all share the same signature.
A variant of this approach could use iterative macro expansion [7] to generate code. This possibility has been explored but will not be outlined here as we do not want to incur the drawbacks associated with macros.
Solution 3 : Recursive template instantiation
In this section we will present a solution for generating a given number of distinct static glue functions at compile time and we develop a new adapter that is not susceptible to the advantages outlined in solution 2.
An IndexedMap class is used to host the mapping from adapted functors to static glue functions. The map is implemented using an STL vector that contains pairs of KeyType -MappedType values, because we need direct access to its elements. The KeyType part will hold function object addresses and the MappedType part glue function addresses. The map supports the same access semantics as the adapt function of the adapter described in section 3.
template <class KeyType, class MappedType, int mapCapacity> class IndexedMap : public vector<pair<KeyType, MappedType> > In order to let the compiler generate a given number of static functions, we have to upgrade the wrapper class that hosts the static glue function with an extra template parameter. If we are subsequently able to vary this parameter's value, new instantiations of the wrapper class will be made. We cannot use the functor's runtime address, because non-type template parameters are to be filled in with compile-time constants. Instead we will opt for a template int parameter. The idea is to supply a compile time value n for the number of static functions that need to be generated and then perform a recursive instantiation process of the wrapper classes with 0...n as compile-time constants.
The wrapper class is configured with template parameters for the functor's type, return and argument types of the call operator, the maximum size of the IndexedMap and the aforementioned int parameter.
template <class CT, int mapMax, int i> class Wrapper {}; template<class Object_Type, class R, class P, int mapMax, int i> class Wrapper< CallOperatorTraits<Object_Type, R, TYPELIST_1(P)>, mapMax, i> { public :
typedef typename R (*FP)(P); typedef SingletonHolder< IndexedMap<Object_Type*,FP,mapMax>, CreateStatic, NoDestroy > A2FMap; static typename R glue(typename P parm) { Object_Type* p = (A2FMap::Instance())[i].first; assert( p != static_cast<Object_Type*>(0)); return (*p)(parm); } };
All type information constituting the signature of the functor's call operator is combined by the CallOperatorTraits class, which implements the traits [8] technique. The encapsulation of type information within a traits class increases the modularity and resulting extensibility of the template structure. The operator's argument types are passed to the traits class using the TYPELIST construct provided by the Loki [9] library. A typelist is a container for types. It supports compile-time operations to compute the length of a type list, append to a list, etc. Loki's SingletonHolder class creates and holds a unique instance of the type defined by its first template parameter.
A glue function's wrapper that is instantiated with integer i, will call the operator() code of the functor in the i'th map entry.
For a given compile time value n we want to instantiate Wrapper classes with varying i parameter. We will perform these instantiations using a recursive template algorithm captured in the GlueList class shown below.
template<class CT, template<class,int,int> class Glue, int mapMax, int i> class GlueList { public:
typedef GlueList<CT, Glue, mapMax, i-1>::typeList pList; typedef Glue<CT, mapMax, i> newGlue; typedef typename Append<pList, newGlue>::Result typeList; }; template<class CT,template<class,int,int> class Glue, int mapMax> class GlueList<CT, Glue, mapMax, 0> { public:
typedef Glue<CT, mapMax, 0> myList; typedef TYPELIST_1(myList) typeList; };
Glue is the type for which we want to generate n instantiations. For the present discussion it will be the Wrapper class. The GlueList class defines a publicly available typeList type. At the end of the recursion, this typelist will contain all the Glue instantiations. In every step of the algorithm we take the list of the i − 1'th GlueList and append a new instantiation of Glue to it. The compiler continues the recursive instantiation process until i reaches 0. At this point the specialization [10] of the GlueList template for i = 0 is instantiated and the recursion ends with a list of n + 1 entries.
The glue function addresses of these wrapper classes are inserted into the IndexedMap structure by means of a type-iterative algorithm based on recursive template instantiation (no code shown). The algorithm recurses over the typelist constructed by the GlueList template. In every step of the recursion, the address of the glue function belonging to the wrapper class at the head of the list is inserted into the map. Recursion continues until the tail of the typelist equals NullType, indicating the end of the list.
The adapter itself requires the client to supply the type of the functor objects that are to be adapted, the return and argument types of the functor's call operator and the maximum number of distinct functor objects that may be adapted. The call operator's argument types are passed to the adapter template using a typelist. Because users may want to store the pointer to the adapted function in a variable, we make the type of the returned glue function available through a public type definition. We have implemented the adapter as a singleton. A template instantiation of the adapter will yield a new adapter class, only when one of the template parameters changes in respect to previous instantiations. By using a singleton we emphasize that for a specific set of actual template parameters, only a single adapter will be allocated.
The code fragment below demonstrates the use of our final solution by adapting the Laguerre functor class defined in the introductory section. The adapted call operator is then passed on as a pointer-to-function argument of the derivative function contained in a C library.
//Define a 5-slot adapter and get the instance typedef Adapter<Laguerre,double,TYPELIST_1(double),5> LGAdapter;
LGAdapter* ad = &LGAdapter::Instance(); //Initialize Laguerre functor and adapt it Laguerre fctor(2);
LGAdapter::FunctionPointerType fp = ad->adapt(fctor); //Pass it on to the derivative procedure double res = derivative(2, 0.001, 1.0, fp);
In this section, we compare the performance of our adapter approach with that of the commonly used ad hoc wrapper solution. The latter represents the minimal overhead. Measurements were obtained on a 2. Our C++ timing program consists of a loop which invokes a C function libFunc n times where n is specified as a command line parameter. This C function serves the role of a legacy C library procedure performing a callback. It accepts a pointer-to-C function, along with the current value of the loop variable. In our test setup, a functor's operator() returning the sum of its two integer arguments, will be called back through the function pointer. For the ad hoc case, this pointer will be the address of a global C function which forwards the call to the functor. For the adapted case, the pointer is obtained by adapting the functor's call operator. The library function passes an integer constant as the first parameter and the value of the loop variable as a second parameter to the functor's call operator. The code for the C function is compiled with maximum optimization level and the resulting object code is placed into a separate object file. The timing program is invoked 100 times for every value of n. This is done using a Korn Shell script executed on a Windows platform in an Interix [11] environment. The code was timed using calls to the QueryPerformanceCounter function resident in Windows.h. This function returns a 64-bit integer containing the current value of a high resolution counter. Its tick frequency is platform dependent and can be queried by calling QueryPerformanceFrequency. On our system, the timer generates 3579545 ticks per second which results in a timing accuracy of 279 ns. Our timing accuracy is also limited by an extra delay of 1.16 µs caused by calling QueryPerformanceCounter twice, before and after the loop.
Results are shown in figure 1 for the Intel 7.1 compiler with optimization level O2. The graphs show the mean time per call to libFunc for different values of n, augmented with error bars indicating the 95% confidence interval of the 100 samples. The graph for the adapter illustrates a 1.34 ns decline for n = 10 This overhead can be attributed to an extra access to the map, in order to obtain the pointer to the functor object, and an extra assertion in the forwardCall function to check the validity of this pointer. For all compilers and optimization levels, automatic inlining was turned on. When optimization was enabled, all compilers were able to inline the functor's call operator code into the wrapper function for both the adapted and ad hoc cases. The Intel compiler's poor performance on optimization level 0 can be partially explained by the fact that the call operator was inlined in the ad hoc wrapper function, but not in the forwardCall function of the Wrapper class. The other compilers also inlined the call operator code when optimization level 0 was used. Table 1 shows that the impact of the extra calls in the Wrapper class is heavily reduced by the compiler's optimizations. Overall, the Visual compiler produces the fastest code, followed by Intel and Metrowerks. For the Intel and Metrowerks compilers the additional overhead might be deemed relatively high compared to the time taken for a call in the ad hoc case. However, in call operator implementations that involve more then a simple addition, the relative share of extra instructions introduced by our solution will be much smaller.
